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ABSTRACT 
 

This paper discusses about implementation of image watermarking system on FPGA 

(Field Programmable Gate Array) that are stored in the reconfigurable hardware and SRAM. 

The LFSRs (Linear Feedback Shift Registers) are utilized in this approach as address 

generators to watermark the image. Different LFSR arrangements using different polynomial 

expressions have been implemented at the hardware level for hiding the secret data. Spartan-

3E FPGA has been used to implement the proposed architecture. Performance of 

reconfigurable hardware under various LFSR address generator schemes and PSNR (Peak 

Signal to Noise Ratio) issues is also discussed in this paper. This paper also proposes LFSRs 

polynomial coefficients for TPG (Test Pattern Generation) technique with reducing power 

dissipation during testing the image watermarking SRAM (Static Random Access Memory) 

System-On-Chip. Along with the fault diagnosis a memory based Built-in Self Repair 

methodology, is employed to repair the faulty locations indicated by the SRAM based 

MBIST (Memory Built-in Self Test) controller presented. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 Since, financial implications of some of the application areas like fingerprinting and 

copyright protection are very high and till now no successful algorithm seems to be available 

to prevent illegal copying of the multimedia contents, the primary goal of this paper work is 

to develop watermarking schemes for images which can sustain the known attacks and 

various image manipulation operations. Out of image, audio and video, the image 

watermarking was chosen as a goal because any successful image watermarking algorithm 

may be extended to video watermarking also. Therefore, to keep the future extension in mind, 

the cover medium chosen is an image. 

 Based on the literature survey presented, the following issues were also identified: 

 Problem statement 1: Choose Image Watermarking as a major problem. 

 Problem statement 2: Explore the ways such that attack impacts may be minimized 

before the watermark embedding process. 

 Problem statement 3: Explore the reliable watermarking algorithms; undergo testing 

of these memory which are used to store the watermarked bits.  

 Problem statement 4: Explore the efficient fault tolerance method for SRAM , which 

utilizes less power and memory. 

 Problem statement 5: Explore the relationship between the performance of 
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watermarking scheme and the cover image characteristics itself.  

 Problem statement 6: Embed an inherent nature in the developed watermarking 

schemes to guarantee that at least one serious attack having most financial implications 

cannot attack on watermarked images. 

 A linear feedback shift register can be formed by performing exclusive-OR on the 

outputs of two or more of the flip-flops together and feeding those outputs back into the input 

of one of the flip-flops. Linear feedback shift registers make extremely good pseudorandom 

pattern generators [2]. When the outputs of the flip-flops are loaded with an initial or seed 

value (anything except all 0s) and when the LFSR is clocked, it will generate a 

pseudorandom pattern of 1s and 0s. The pattern of the LFSR will depend on the number of 

shift registers used and the seed value. The main advantage of LFSR is the random pattern 

generation, where the pattern will be non-repetitive till the seed value again generated from 

the LFSR. 

 In my paper, i am implementing two LFSRs, one for digital image watermarking [3] 

of size axa and the other for address generator of size cxc. Here the first LFSR will generate 

the cover image of axa size bit array which will be watermarked with bxb size bit array.  

After watermarking, the watermarked bit array will be stored in the SRAM (Static Random 

Access Memory) address locations using another LFSR of cxc size bit array. LFSR’s will 

generate random numbers, which will be hidden in the image. If these random numbers won’t 

match at the extraction process, the original image won’t be retrieved. This is the major 

advantage of my method of watermarking. 

 In my paper, bit wise operation is made between the LFSR generated axa size bit 

array and the original image bxb size bit array. In my technique, i had generated the size of 

watermarking LFSR as 16x16 and the original image size as 256x256. And for address 

generator LFSR, i had generated the 8x8 size LFSR. Depending on the seed value of the 

LFSR i can implement watermarking technique for different sizes of images. LFSR based 

watermarking showed a secured authenticated copyright protection to the digital images. 

 To conclude, it was decided to work on IMAGE WATERMARKING using LFSR’s 

to develop an efficient watermarking scheme to hide an INVISIBLE watermark data which is 

FRAGILE in nature. In addition, the schemes to be developed should be generic in nature i.e. 

which could be extended to other images which are stored in spatial domain and transformed 

domain. 

  

II. METHOD SELECTED FOR ARCHITECTURAL IMPLEMENTATION 
 Here, I am presenting the algorithms used to implement the architecture of several 

units and modules of the watermarking.Two 8 bit LFSR’s are used to implement my 

proposed method, one for watermark generation and the other for address generation. I had 

implemented my proposed method in seven modules, the tasks of each module are: 

 

a. First module will perform 8 bit LFSR [6] watermark generation. 

b. Second module will perform 8 bit watermarking process with 8 bit cover image. 

c. Third module will perform generation of 8 bit address location in SRAM and storing the 

watermarked image bit (from task b) in to SRAM. 

d. Fourth module will test the SRAM memory and data bits. The rest results will be analysed. 

e. Fifth module will repair the SRAM, if any single or multi bit error is present in SRAM 

memory or data bits. 

f. Sixth module will perform the retrieving of image bits from SRAM memory address 

location and perform revere watermarking which is an invisible [12]. 

g. Seventh module will calculate the PSNR between the transmitted image bits and received 

image. 
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 And i grouped all the above modules in to five architectural design and 

implementations as described below: 

 In my praposed method, the watermarking technique is implemented on cover image 

[4] (JPEG 2000 standard) as shown in the Fig: 1, the watermark bits are generated by LFSR 

of 8 bits. Using AOI logic [1], the bits of cover image will be watermarked with the 

watermark bits generated by LFSR.  

 

 
 

Figure 1:  Cover image. 

 

  The Watermarking AOI Logic circuit which i used in my proposed method is 

shown in the Fig: 2.  

 
Figure 2: Watermarking AOI Logic circuit 

 

  

 

III. MODULE DESIGN OF IMAGE WATERMARKING SRAM 

ARCHITECTURE  

 

 In this, the architecture [4 and 5] of several units and modules of the watermarking. I 

implemented my proposed method of watermarking on JPEG 2000 [9] color to gray 

converted image. The techniques and stages involved in the development of the architecture 

are described. The architecture of the digital image watermarking module will be presented. 

The architecture of the LFSR-based image watermarking module with its address generation 

will be presented. The modules of watermarking, address generation and watermark 

extraction process will be presented, the FPGA architecture of the watermark encryption and 

decryption unit [10] is also presented. 

 The method of digital image watermarking was implemented using a 8x8 size bit 

array watermarking [6] LFSR. In my method i used the seed value of the watermarking LFSR 

as “10110100”. 

 Steps wise implementation of LFSR watermark generator based digital image 

watermarking are as follows: 

1. Original gray scale image 256x256 size is taken and is converted into 16 bit pattern 

representation of size (8x8) x (8x8). 
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2. Now 8x8 watermarking LFSR is designed with the seed value of “10110100”. This 

watermarking LFSR will generate 8x8 combinations of 8x8 size bit array. 

3. So the watermarking LFSR bit pattern representation will be in (8x8) x (8x8) bit 

pattern. 

4. Using AOI logic based watermark generator [4], the bit patterns of both original 

image and watermarking LFSR bits will be watermarked. 

5. LFSR watermarked bits will result in (8x8) x (8x8) pattern representation. 

6. The LFSR watermarked bit pattern will be reshaped in to 256x256 row and column 

representation. 

7. This reshaped row and column matrix will be retrieved as LFSR watermarked image 

which contains a gray scale watermarked image. 

 

A. LFSR BASED ADDRESS GENERATOR 

 The resulted watermarked image will be stored in the memory locations of a SRAM 

for further process. To store in the desired and specific memory locations, i am implementing 

a LFSR based address generator [5]. 

 The LFSR based watermarked image will be sized in to 8-bit 256 rows and 256 

columns. The 8-bit pattern of the image will be stored in the 8-bit address locations of 

SRAM. To generate 8-bit address locations i am implementing 8x8 size bit array LFSR. 

 Steps wise implementation of LFSR address generation and allocating memory 

locations to the watermark bits are as follows: 

1. The LFSR watermarked image of size 256x256 will be taken in 8-bit pattern 

representation. 

2. LFSR address generator will generate 8-bit random numbers, which will be used here as 

the memory locations of SRAM. 

3. The seed value of the LFSR address generator implemented is “10110001”. 

4. The size of SRAM is 256KB so the memory locations will be of 8-bit combinations. 

5. As the LFSR generates the memory locations, the 8-bit pixel values of the watermarked 

image will be stored in the SRAM memory locations. 

6. In SRAM, serially the allocations of 8-bits in those specific memory locations will be 

done. 

 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 
  

 The digital image watermarking LFSR generates the sequence of random bit patterns 

ranging from initial value to maximum 255 bit patterns bit values. These patterns will be 

taken to watermark with the original (cover) image. The watermark generator i am 

implemented in my paper is an AOI logic circuit, which will perform the combined cover and 

watermarked bit manipulation logic operation on cover image (ci) bit patterns and watermark 

image (wi)bit patterns. In the watermark embedding AOI logic circuit the enable pin En_1 

must be in active mode and clock pin Clk_1 must be a positive edge triggered. 

 The 8x8 size bit array of LFSR watermark generator output bit array will be 

watermarked with the original gray scale image of 256x256 size bit as shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3:  Simulation waveform of the cover image, watermark image and watermarked 

image, simulated in ModelSim XE III. 

 

 A watermarking generator has been designed using AOI logic in VHDL program, 

which will take the bits from original 256x256 size image and performs AOI bit 

watermarking with the LFSR watermark generated 8x8 size bit pattern. The watermarked bits 

will be scaled down to generate the watermarked image, where i can find the robustness [3] 

and [6] between the original and watermarked image.  

 

 
Figure 4:  Simulation waveforms of the watermarked image and LFSR address generator bits, 

simulated in ModelSim XE III. 

 

 In the next process of address generation, the 256x256 rows and columns image pixel 

bit values will be reshaped into 8x8 bit matrix. These reshaped watermarked pixel bit values 

will be stored in the memory location of SRAM, defined by the LFSR address generator 

shown in Figure 4. 

 Figure 5 shows the simulation waveforms of the watermarked image stored in SRAM 

memory. Here in SRAM the watermarked bits are stored depending on the address bits 

generated by LFSR. 

 Figure 6 shows the simulated waveforms of retrieving the bits from SRAM memory 

for testing. For MBIST the watermarked bits are retrieved from SRAM. 

 

 
Figure 5:  Simulation waveforms of the watermarked image stored in SRAM memory, 

simulated in ModelSim XE III. 
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Figure 6:  Simulated waveforms of retrieving the bits from SRAM memory for testing 

simulated in ModelSim XE III. 

 

 
Figure 7:  Simulated waveforms of data retrieved in to MBIST controller, simulated in 

ModelSim XE III. 

 
Figure 8:  Simulated waveforms of MBIST operation, simulated in ModelSim XE III. 

 

The simulation results of the SRAM under test are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8; here the 

address bits will be decoded using addr pin of MBIST. 

The simulation results of the SRAM under test for no fault are shown in Figure 9. 

 
Figure 9:  Simulation waveform of MBIST and MBISR operation for no fault, simulated in 

ModelSim XE III. 
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 The simulation results of the SRAM under test for single bit error, multiple bit error 

are shown in Figure 10, Figure 11, Figure 12. 

 

 
Figure 10:  Simulation waveform of MBIST and MBISR operation for one bit fault, 

simulated in ModelSim XE III. 

 
Figure 11:  Simulation waveform of recover bits from MBISR controller, simulated in 

ModelSim XE III 

 

 
Figure 12:  The cover image extracted from the watermarked image, simulated in ModelSim 

XE III. 

 The simulation waveform of the watermark extraction is shown in Figure 12. All the 

values obtained from simulation are the same as the expected values. These bit patterns will 

be reshaped into 256x256 original image sizes. 

 The above simulation results shows that the performance of watermarking technique 

has been improved by decreasing the number of clock pulses to perform the watermarking 

technique. And the power consumption of all the modules is 104.25nW which is very better 

comparatively. 

 To convert these bit values, i used Visual Basic Script, which extracts the bit values 

serially and represents an image matrix. This image matrix is original image. The extracted 

image shows better robustness to the noise. Proposed method shown best results in generating 

the watermark and computing the address locations. I had calculated PSNR to know the 
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comparisons between the different LFSR seed values. The PSNR value of the retrieved image 

bits with transmitted image bits is 45.32. 

 My method had shown best results in generating the watermark and computing the 

address locations. I calculated PSNR to know the comparisons between the different LFSR 

seed values. 

 

TABLE 1: PSNR VALUES OF DIFFERENT SEED VALUES 

Original Image size LFSR seed value PSNR (dB) 

8x8 “1010101010111111” 39.05 

16x16 “1011111010100000” 46.11 

32x32 “1011100011110101” 32.12 

128x128 “1100011010101010” 30.21 

   

CONCLUSION 

 In this paper, LFSR of different size bit array watermark generator shown good results 

in image watermarking and as 32x32 size bit array address generator shown good results in 

storing the watermarked image in the relevant memory locations. 

 

FUTURE RESEARCH WORK 

 My proposed technique of watermarking can be implemented in digital data 

encryption and decryption technique. 
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